To increase the coverage of publications in social networks and improve website traffic, you need to work for a wide, international audience. You can start by publishing texts in English. For the site owner (blog) this is a great opportunity to attract new users, for the copywriter a chance to reach a new level of earnings, because texts in English cost two to three times more expensive.

If you know the language well, you can start working on foreign freelance exchanges, such as Constant Content, Agthiselle. Payment here is made not for the number of symbols, but for words, and the price for an average article of 2,000 3,000 symbols can reach up to 10-40$. But to start working with English text professionally, you need to master services for grammar, spelling and stylistics checking. Let's take a look at the most popular of them.
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Write my essay :) This service is very similar to the -language Turgenev, the developers were inspired by the American writer and journalist Ernest Hemingway. The basis of his author's syllable is minimalism in narrative, consistency and easy readability.

The service helps to make the text easy to perceive, clear and devoid of unnecessary verbal constructions. It is ideal for checking positions in Instagram, where each character counts and must carry a semantic load. Hemingway App is also suitable for editing news articles, journalistic summaries and news.

The application finds it:

- Common errors;
- Too long and difficult to understand sentences;
- Complicated constructions that can be simplified;
- Long words with short analogies;
- Suggestions that may confuse the reader;
- Passive voice, which is not always appropriate in context;
- Loss of a logical chain.
- In addition, the service will evaluate the readability of the text and give it a score. All comments are highlighted in different colors, if desired, they can be immediately edited and checked the already corrected version.